Sales Information

Transportation
Management
G&D Integrated offers turnkey transportation
management services. Our innovative solutions,
the result of more than a century of best practices,
lower transportation costs, improve customer
service and reduce cycle times. G&D can place
staff at your site or manage your business from our
Operations Center to deliver the optimal cost and
service combination.

Experience the benefits of our
JIT Expedited services:

Consider G&D Integrated
JIT Expedited services if you:

Our transportation planning analysts utilize
today’s latest tools to identify routing
synergies that create opportunities for lower
cost and better service throughout our
network. G&D’s transportation management
technology electronically monitors moves
and makes shipment information available
real-time through a web browser. Our skilled
drivers are equipped with state-of-the-art
equipment and technology to execute
shipments flawlessly, meeting your most
demanding logistics requirements.

Have capacity constraints

JUST- I N-T I M E EX PEDI T ED SE RV IC E S

Want to run a leaner inbound supply chain

Leveraging our asset-based fleet, G&D Integrated can
provide JIT delivery to your production floor. With more
control of transportation options, we can work with our
customers’ specific production requirements to deliver the
exact parts needed at the exact time and reduce time and
handling within their facilities and on their assembly lines.

Minimize costs in inventory and meet
on-time delivery requirements
Reduce setup time and inventory
Improve the flow of materials, components
and finished goods
Minimize waste by improving inefficiencies
while remaining environmentally conscious

Have customers driving JIT
Want to coordinate inventory shipments with
transportation and warehousing activities
Want to keep inventory from breaking
or expiring

Transportation Management

Helping you with your transportation needs is just the beginning at
G&D Integrated. We offer a range of additional services that deliver value,
address real supply chain issues and optimize your transportation processes.

YA R D M AN AGE ME N T
G&D Integrated leverages expert project management teams
to support the implementation of on-site yard management
solutions. Our team of knowledgeable, trained employees
will collaborate with you to streamline on-site transportation
and yard management operations.

With the use of real-time logistics

Experience the benefits of our
Yard Management services:
Better visibility to shipments in the yard
results in maximum efficiencies
Improve fleet utilization

management software, you will have

Optimize the flow of inbound and
outbound goods

automated yard activity data which is
enterprise-wide and gives you instant visibility
to where your on-site freight is at all times.
J O CK EY S ERV ICE S
In conjunction with our yard management, G&D Integrated
offers full on-site jockey programs including personnel,
equipment and execution accuracy metrics.

Consider G&D Integrated Yard
Management services if you:

CO NTA I NER /DE POT MA N AGE MENT

Are currently running an inefficient yard

G&D Integrated can provide high-quality inspection, lift
and storage of TOFC and COFC containers. We have both
long-term and short-term secured storage options for
shipping containers.

Contact Us

Want instant visibility to where your on-site
freight and containers are at all times
Are looking to improve load aggregation
to optimize truck utilization

 866-515-0027
  www.gdintegrated.com
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